
CLOUD PLATFORM INFORMATION DOCUMENT

Building a strong foundation is key to success in any aspect of business, and this rings 
especially true when it comes to your software hosting platform. OneLaw Cloud allows 
your firm to modernise with a flexible, secure environment to store all of your OneLaw 
data. Hosted in Microsoft Azure, our Cloud platform is robust and effective, removing the 
capital cost and risk of an on-premise server. It’s the way of the future.

ABOUT OUR CLOUD PLATFORM

 + Our cloud platform is optional - you can host OneLaw 
software in the cloud or on-premise

 + OneLaw Cloud is designed to host all of your OneLaw-
related data as part of a wider environment. Your IT 
team is responsible for your remaining applications and 
documents (such as storage for firm HR documents, 
support for your Microsoft Applications etc)

 + OneLaw Cloud is hosted by Microsoft Azure’s datacentre 
in Sydney (and will likely be moved to New Zealand when 
the Auckland datacentre is built)

 + We have done extensive security work, and allowed for 
two-factor authentication, to ensure your valuable data 
is safe

 + We have kept our familiar OnePractice Desktop 
application, so there is no learning curve for existing 
customers to move onto OneLaw Cloud

 + We have an extensive backup regime for your data 
(detailed in this document)

 + Data in our platform is compartmentalised, meaning you 
can easily import and export your data as you wish (and it 
is kept separately from other firms’)

 + We work with your IT team to set up the Cloud 
environment in a way that will work well for your firm

 + Our cloud environment is extensible - meaning it will suit 
your firm no matter if you are a sole practitioner, or a 
much larger organisation

 + The extensible platform means your firm can grow 
without massive infrastructure cost for cloud storage

 + Cloud allows your team to work easily from anywhere in 
the world - as long as they have their PC with the OneLaw 

app installed, and a good internet connection
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A COMPLETE PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION 
FOR NEW ZEALAND LAW FIRMS

KEY BENEFITS
 + Your valuable data and documents are stored securely in 

your firm’s own Cloud instance
 + As part of a OneLaw Cloud subscription, you have access 

to technical support when you need it
 + We store multiple copies of your documents in multiple 

data centres for extra security
 + Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) ensures your access 

to OneLaw is secure, based off an additional form of 
identification unique to you, i.e. a mobile device

 + The additional OneLaw Cloud subscription costs 
significantly less than purchasing your own server and/or 
licensing SQL server for your firm

 + There are no additional overheads to access OneLaw - all 
you need is your PC and a secure internet connection

 + Communication between your PC and Cloud instance is 
encrypted using HTTPS, ensuring your information is safe 

BACKUPS
 + The practice management database is continuously 

backed up, and can be restored to any point in time over 
the past 35 days

 + We create a weekly backup for the past 52 weeks, stored 
in long-term retention

 + Documents have three daily snapshot backups taken, two 
during the day and one at night

MIGRATION PROCESS
 + Whether you are a new or existing firm, 

migrating to the cloud is easy
 + We will work with you and your IT team
 + Migration for existing OneLaw firms is done 

after-hours to avoid disruption
 + Migration for firms that are new to OneLaw 

usually requires at most just one day of catch-
up processing  - talk to us about your options
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